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The game of Marbles dates back to 
approximately 800 A.D. It is a complex 
game of skill and strategy played, typically, 
by adults on a five-hole, outdoor course.  
 

 
Cherokee Heritage Center 

(Marble making kit by Cherokee National Treasure Perry Van Buskirk)

Until the early part of the 20th 
century, players used marbles chipped 
from stone, smoothed into round 
marbles about the size of billiard 
balls.   When it was discovered that 
railroad trucks used large metal ball 
bearings, they came in to favor among 
players, but were quickly determined 
to be an unfair advantage because 
they could easily break opponents’ 
non-metallic marble. Today, there are 
still some traditional marble makers, 
but many players now use billiard 
balls for play, the best being made of 
phenolic resin, due to their durability. 
The contemporary rules for marbles 
state, “players may use any ball legal 
for use in billiards as their marble. 
This means numbered balls 1-15, red 

snooker balls, specialty billiard balls, cue 
balls, oversized cue balls and 8-balls.” 
 

 
The game is played on a field 

containing four or five holes*, 40′ apart 
forming an L-shape, in any direction. 
While adult men historically play the 
game, women occasionally play, and 
children may play on their own teams, 
against another children’s team. * 
depending on available room

The circle surrounding a hole can 
be dirt only, with an 12″ roughly-
scribed marked with paint, or lime. 
The outer diameter is an optional 
spot approximately 10′ diameter of 
ground level dirt, or cut very short for 
smoother rolls from rough cut grass, 
typically by a weedeater. The area 
can have overhanging limbs, but is 
typically devoid of roots, large rocks, 
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or similar obstacles (the game is 
difficult enough).

Typically, a hole  is made in the ground 
by placing a marble on the center point 
and stepping on it until it is half-buried. 
 

 Ground level 

Each player uses one marble, and 
must keep track of its location as 
well as the opposing players marbles. 
A player loses their turn at any time 
during the game, when they don’t 
keep track of their ball, or forget 
to roll during their team’s turn. 
The players toss their marble at the 
holes with the object of advancing by 
landing in each hole in sequence and 
then returning to the starting point. 
The first entire team to successfully 
navigate the course, down and back, 
is the victor.

Once the game has begun, a marble 
must be picked up and thrown from 
the spot where it was retrieved. In 
throwing a marble, a player’s foot 
may step back, but not forward. An 
imaginary line is drawn where the 
marble had been lying and cannot 
be crossed when making a throw. 
You are never allowed to extend 
past that imaginary vertical line, so 
as not to give anyone an advantage. 
 

All tosses must be underhand and directly 
forward of the players stance (no throws 
sideways, overhand, backwards, etc). Players 
are not allowed to lay or kneel on the ground. 
 

Technique Tip: putting backspin on the 
marble will cause it to stop more quickly. 
In addition, throwing with a high arc 
will also assure that the marble comes 
down at a sharp angle, allowing for 
your marble to stop quicker and softer.  
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The game begins with each player 
throwing his or her marble while 
standing at the second hole then 
throwing toward the first hole. 

Players take turns throwing, in 
no particular order. Throwing from 
each hole to the next must be from 
directly behind the hole, with your 
follow-through not going beyond 
the vertical line from the hole. 
During team play all players from 
one team throws in succession.  

In non-tournament play teams are 
comprised of half of the total players 
who land closest to the hole on the 
first throw. They will complete 
against the others who landed 
farthest from the hole. For example, 
if six people are playing, the three 
players landing closest to the hole 
will comprise a team, and the other 
three, landing farthest from the hole 
would be on the other team. If an 
odd number of players are present, 
the closest group will have one less 
player, e.g. with seven players, the 
closest three will comprise a team, 
and the other four will make up the 
other team. Play continues from the 
spot of each player’s marble, only 
this time by teams. The original 
closest three will all throw, in no 
particular order. 

If a player does “hole out” (makes 
the hole), that player may continue 
throwing. That player, and any player 
who “made” the hole, is allowed to 
use his marble to hit another team 
member’s marble away from the 
playing area (one hit per opponent 
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on the first hole*, subsequent holes 
allows two hits on each opponent. 
More hits can be score (see renewing, 
below)). *Some groups do not allow 
hits on the first hole.

Strategy Tip: prevent the other team players 
from making the holes, while your own team 
advances through all holes and back again. 
 

Hitting another marble after making 
the hole must be done from the 
opposite side of the hole from the 
rival’s target marble. 

If two opponents’ marbles are lying 
close together, and both are potential 
hit targets, the player attempting the 
hit must call out which marble he/she 
is aiming for. If the wrong marble 
is hit, the throwers turn ends. If the 
thrower hits the appropriate target 
ball and subsequently hits the other 
ball the thrower continues play.

 

When hitting the marble of another 
player, one must make a direct hit or make 
one bounce then an opponent’s marble.  
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Only two hits are allowed to one 
opposing player before the hitter must 
proceed to the next hole and then is 
allowed to return and hit the same 
opposing player a third time. This 
process is referred to as renewing. 
When a player has been hit twice by 
an opponent, he can remind the hitter 
not to hit him a third time without 
renewing by saying, “You’re finished 
on me.”

In the case of marbles landing 
outside the playing field, the player 
must make his next throw from 
wherever his marble landed.

In the case of a player making a 
hole, but having missed making the 
previous hole, the player must stay 
in the hole he/she just made until it’s 
his/her turn to throw the next time 
an tehn heshe thros back to the hole 
they missed. If a player’s marble 
accidentally falls into a hole that he 
has been guarding, the penalty is that 
he must proceed on to the next hole.

When a marble is in a hole, another 
player can consider his marble “in the 
hole” or made if it leans against the 
first marble. The player may check 
this by trying to move the bottom 
marble. If the suspected leaner marble 
falls in the hole is considered made, 
and that player proceeds as described 
previously. If it doesn’t fall in the 
hole, then the player waits until 
his next turn to make the hole. Be 
careful to lift the made ball straight 
out, as you will be observed by your 
opponents. Even though this is a 
social game, the competition can be 
intense, so, honesty, integrity, and a 
good sense of humor are paramount 

to maintaining a fun game that 
will  attract other players. It’s good 
sportsmanship and a Cherokee value. 
 

 
If a player has already made all 

holes and is finished, they may go 
back and assist the team by hitting 
or guarding, anywhere on the course, 
without going hole-to-hole. If their 
marble accidentally falls into a hole, 
it must stay there until hit out by an 
opponent. If an opponent accidentally 
knocks a marble into a hole, it must 
remain in the hole it is knocked out 
by an opponent, during the opposing 
team’s turn. A player is allowed to 
brush away twigs and small obstacles 
out of the path of his marble, but not 
to dig a trail or path of any sort.

In a tournament, each team usually 
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has three players. When there are 
more than three, the game can be 
expected to last longer, depending on 
the experience of the players. When 
the game starts at the second hole 
with everyone throwing towards the 
first hole, everyone has to make a first 
hole. A “hole-in-one” is accepted, 
but no special benefits are given the 
player, except to proceed to the next 
hole. 

If a player’s marble falls within 
scribed circle, the player can drop it 
in or place it in the hole on their 
next turn, unless it is knocked out 
of the circle before their next turn. 
Otherwise, the player must throw or 
roll the marble in to the hole.

Strategy Tip: A team may have 1–2 
players to guard a hole while the 
others proceed to the next hole. This 
usually happens when the opposing 
team has not any “hitters” and the 
guarding players help ensure that 
their opponents do not make the 
second hole. Once a player makes 
the hole, he becomes a “hitter” and 
can begin knocking the marbles of 
opponent players out of the way.

The entire team whose completes 
the course first is declared the winner.

Strategy Tip: Teams may send a good 
player ahead to make holes and be 
available to be a “hitter.” Sometimes 
a weaker player may be sent ahead to 
prevent him from holding the team up 
or from being left behind unprotected.

Information provided, in part, by the Cherokee 
Nation Cultural Resource Center and Robert Daugherty, 
Director, Community and Cultural Outreach.

©2015 Cherokee Nation 
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Note: The fifth hole configuration can be either 90° left or right of the other centerline of holes 1-4. 
Also, a four-hole configuration is allowed if space is limited, but still in L-shape.
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1 Marble ga-da-yo-s-di
2 Marbles di-ga-da-yo-s-di
3 Let’s play marbles (you & 2 or more) di-di-da-yo-hi
4 Let’s play marbles (you and another person) di-ni-da-yo-hi
5 Are you going to play? do-ta-ne-lo-hni-s
6 Are you two going to play? do-da-s-da-ne-lo-hni-s
7 Are you three (or more) going to play? do-da-tsa-ne-lo-hni-s
8 Hole a-ta-le-sv
9 Holes da-ta-le-sv
10 First hole a-gv-yi a-ta-le-sv
11 Second hole ta-li-ne a-ta-le-sv
12 Third hole tso-i-ne a-ta-le-sv
13 Fourth hole nv-gi-ne a-ta-le-sv
14 Fifth hole hi-s-gi-ne a-ta-le-sv
15 Where do you live? (Which hole do you lack?) ha-tlv hi-ne-la/tsa-lu-li
16 Did you make it / roll in? hi-tlv-ga-s
17 Can you make it / roll in? tsa-tlv-da-tsu
18 Place your marble where you can make it/roll in tsa-tlv-di-quu hi-hv-ga
19 Are you inside the circle? hi-ya-i-s
20 Go roll in the hole you lack hwi-hlv-ga di-tsa-Iu-lv-i
21 Roll in / put your marble in the hole hi-tlv-ga
22 Go win (roll in the first hole) hwa-da-tlo-hi
23 Go wait on him/her (hold him/her out) hwi-a-lu-ga
24 Continue to wait on him I her hi-ga-ti-ye-s-di-quu
25 Just let him/her go ti-yo-hi-quu
26 Does he/she lack that particular hole? ha-tlv u-lu-la
27 Which hole does he/she lack? ha-tlv du-ni-lu-la
28 Which hole do they each lack? ha-tlv da-tsi-na
29 Have you won? (made the first hole) tsa-da-tlo-sv-s
30 Where do I put/place it? RE: my marble ha-tlv do-da di-hna
31 Where do we put/place our marbles? (among team) ha-tlv do-da di-hna
32 Where do we” “marbles?( member at a distance) ha-tlv do-da-yo-tsi-hna
33 Where are you (one) going to place your marble? ha-tlv ti-hna
34 Where are you (two) “ ? ha-tlv do-da-sdi-hna
35 Where are you (three) “ ? ha-tlv do-da-tsi-hna
36 Which side? ha-tlv i-di-dla a-g(a)-ti-si i-di-dla
37 On the right side a-g(a)-ti-si i-di-dla

Common Marble Phrases
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38 On the left side a-g(a)-sga-ni i-di-dla
39 Right here a-ha-ni
40 Do you think he/she will roll in? da-ga-tla-nis he-li
41 Do you think they will roll in? do-dv-ni-tla-nis he-li
42 Just roll in on him/her hi-la-si-quu
43 Just roll in on them gv-hi-la-si-quu
44 Hit his/her marble hi-ya-qua-yo-si
45 Hit him/her (meaning their marble) hi-yv-ni-ga
46 How many hits do you have left on him/her? hi-la (i-ga) hi-lu-l(a)
47 How many hits do you have left on them? hi-la-i-ga de-ga-hi-lu-la
48 How many hits do you have left on me? hi-la-i-ga sgi-lu-la
49 How many hits do you have left on us? hi-Ia-i-ga de-sgi-lu-la
50 How many times have you hit me?(my marble) hi-la-i-yu-wa-ga-ta squv-hni-lv-i
51 How many hits do I have on you? hi-ta-iga gv-lu-la
52 Are you dead on me? (hit my marble twice) squa-de-lv-s
53 I still have one hit left on you si-dv sa-quu gv-lu-la
54 I am fully loaded/full load (two hits left on you) si-dv ka-li gv-lu-la
55 I haven’t rut you yet (your marble) tla-dv-si gv-yv-ni-lv yi-g(i)
56 Am I dead on you?(hit your marble twice) gv-squa-de-Ivs
57 Who is winning? (as a team) ga-go a-na-da-tlo-s-gi
58 Who do you think will win? ga-go dv-na-da-tlo-si he-Ii-i
59 Who is in the lead? (Team) ga-go a-gv-yi a-na-i
60 Who won? (Team) ga-go a-na-da-tlo-hi

Common Marble Phrases
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